
Stand With & Support 
Revolution Books: 

STILL Under Fascist Assault – we will not back down!
Make Berkeley a Fascist Free Zone!  The Trump/Pence Regime Must Go!
Over the last two months, on 9 separate occasions, Revolution Books has been attacked and harassed 
by fascist mobs screaming taunts, threats and “USA. USA.” They dress in alt-right regalia, carrying 
an assortment of Trump and American flags, jabbing their cameras in our faces. They have physically 
assaulted supporters of the store. They wage an online campaign against our bookstore, deluge the 
store with threatening phone calls. People who come to our events have had to walk past or through 
these MAGA (Make America Great Again) hat wearing zealots who try to video and intimidate them.
As recently as November 11th, fascists came from as far away as Oregon to People’s Park – a place 
created as part of Berkeley’s radical history of standing against oppression and standing up to those 
in power – to hold a fascist “Patriot Prayer” rally. They marched around Telegraph Avenue, rallied 
again at Sproul Plaza, and then about 30 of them mobbed our store. And they have promised to keep 
coming back.
They have targeted Revolution Books because we are the intellectual center of a movement for 
revolution aimed at bringing into being a radically different and far better world, envisioned in a new 
communism.  Revolution Books brings people together to learn about and engage the world in a 
deep, scientific, and revolutionary way. Revolution Books works to end white supremacy, emancipate 
women, and liberate all humanity. In opposition to narrow America-first chauvinism, we proceed from – 
and invite people to learn about – the interests of people all over the world. As part of all this, Revolution 
Books has thrown into the struggle to drive the fascist Trump/Pence regime from power – working to 
understand the roots and dynamics of what has brought us to this situation, the historic lessons and 
warnings, and what is required to prevent the catastrophe for humanity threatened by this regime.
At the foundation of Revolution Books is the most advanced scientific theory and leadership for an 
actual revolution for the emancipation of humanity – the new synthesis of communism brought forward 
by the revolutionary leader Bob Avakian.
The fascists – backed up and unleashed by the regime in power – hate all this and want to see it 
crushed and destroyed. While they cynically cry about “free speech” they are in fact foot soldiers of an 
all-around fascist regime which is rapidly escalating its assault on free speech and civil liberties, gutting 
of the separation of powers and separation of church and state, unleashing xenophobia, misogyny and 
white supremacy, attacking science, and threatening the world with nuclear war.
As part of this program, these fascists have specifically targeted Berkeley and UC Berkeley because 
they see this as a historical center of critical thinking and a symbol of resistance to oppression, in 
particular concentrated in its radical legacy and multicultural and progressive character.



The still common attitude of “just ignore them, they will go away” denies that the fascist street fighters have been 
called forth and are backed by the highest levels of power. In addition to murdering a hero in Charlottesville 
(which they celebrate), they mob public officials, political organizations, professors, and others who stand up 
against them with verbal attacks and death threats via phone and internet from networks across the country. 
And they are on the march, determined not to back down. We refuse to shrink in the face of this, and call on 
you to join us. In addition to spreading the mission of Revolution Books, we aim to unite very broadly, across 
all political viewpoints, to bring forward the thousands and millions needed to drive this regime from power, 
through mass, sustained, political protest. We say NO! We refuse to normalize – and accommodate ourselves 
to – fascism.
With the people of the world in our hearts, we must refuse to let them have their way – at Revolution Books, 
or in Berkeley, or in the country.  People in Berkeley need to confront the situation we are in, and stand up. 
The people who have posted signs denouncing hate in their windows and stood together in our thousands 
against these forces on August 26 in SF and on August 27 in Berkeley, have taken beginning steps that must be 
followed up with courage and determination: In the name of humanity, we refuse to accept a fascist America!
The fascists should not feel welcome in Berkeley, or anywhere else. We need to make Berkeley Berkeley again.
We call on Mayor Arreguin to publicly state that they are unwelcome. Hold a town hall where people can testify. 
We call on the City Council to pass the pending Social Justice Commission’s resolution against fascism. We call 
on the city to print posters which actually oppose fascism, that businesses can post as they refuse service to these 
fascists. And the people must fill the streets and parks with determined resistance of every kind.
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What You Can Do:
•  Come into and support Revolution Books, find out about our mission and why we are under attack.
•  Call Mayor Arreguin (510-981-7100) and urge him to act, as above.
•  Do your holiday shopping at RB and encourage friends to do the same.
•  Make a financial contribution towards RB for expanded programming and advertising for the next month  
    and beyond.
•  Join an emergency phone support network to help prevent these repeated attempts at intimidation and 
    assault.
•  Make a public statement in support and share it on your social media: write a review of RB and post on 
    Facebook, Yelp and Google.
•  Follow us on social media and spread the word about RB.  
    Facebook: @RevolutionBooks, Twitter: @RevolutionBksB.
•  Drop by with your ideas on how the mission and influence of Revolution Books can spread, in defiance of 
    these fascist attacks.
•  If you are interested in our mission, volunteer and join Friends of Revolution Books to be part of this outreach.

It can make a huge difference what we do and how we act. And this can be the beginning of even bigger 
and more fundamental change.
Stand with and Support Revolution Books!
Make Berkeley a Fascist Free Zone.
The Nightmare Must End, The Trump/Pence Regime Must Go.


